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LUPE

(Lawrence University Percussion Ensemble)

with SAMBISTAS and KINKAVIWO

Guest artist:

Erin Lesser, assistant professor of flute

Dane Maxim Richeson, director
Irene Durbak and Sean Goldman, student directors of Kinkaviwo, assisted by Miles Allen
Adam Friedman, student director of Sambistas

Sunday, March 5, 2017
3:00 p.m.
Lawrence Memorial Chapel
**LUPÉ**

Sharps

Hand Dance

Fluisce

Erin Lesser, flute

*BRIEF PAUSE*

**KINKAVIWO**

Tokoe and Adzogbo

Irene Durbak, student director

Sean Goldman, student director

Assisted by Miles Allen

**SAMBISTAS**

Samba Batucada Show

Adam Friedman, student director
LUPÉ, KINKAVIWO, SAMBISTAS
PERSONNEL

Miles Allen           Brian Mironer
Julianna Basile       Meghan Murphy
Koby Brown            Froya Olson
Irene Durbak          Kelci Page
Nolan Ehlers          Leila Ramagopal Pertl
Gillian Etherington   Alexander Quade
Liam Fisher           Caleb Rosenthal
Adam Friedman         Dylan Senderling
Sean Goldman          Torrey Smith
Daniel Green          Cole Stofflet
Kip Hathaway          Amanda Thomas
Jakob Heinemann       Spencer Tweedy
Vijayashree Krishnan  Jacob Victor
Jeremiah Lemke-Rochon Shu Yamamoto
Yan Li